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Objective for the Session
 The Forum has requested further information on AusNet Services’
demand forecasting approach, as important context for the augex
major projects negotiations
 This session is therefore aimed at providing the Forum with a high
level understanding of AusNet Services’ demand forecasting
methodology
 More detailed (technical) information can be provided upon request
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Overview of Demand Forecast Methodology
 Key premise: Higher demand is driven by higher “cumulative”
temperatures (i.e. hot consecutive days - a heat wave)
 Customer centric approach using interval data – segmented by
customer class
 Segmentation by dwelling age when predicting demand for
future residential dwellings
 Adjustment of values based on difference between historical,
actual network data and AMI interval data
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Key Data Sources
 Vic Govt Residential Customer Growth Forecasts
› Mapped to zone substation and apportioned to feeders
 AEMO (Vic) Forecasts (Solar, Batteries, EVs)
› Apportioned based on range of factors
 Weather data (Summer – “Cooling Degree Day” calcs by region for
Residential)
 AusNet Services Attributes and Trends, including:
› Network Configuration (NMI/meter to feeder in time)
› NMI invoices (dwelling age, customer classes)
› Interval Data (AMI and non AMI)
› Network historical data (including derived Actual Maximum Demand)
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Recent Improvements to our Approach
 Recognition that we need to be more adaptive to customer behaviours
› Our environment is becoming increasingly dynamic which requires a more granular
approach
 Also need to increase modelling flexibility:
› Multi-layer – consistent methodology applied at all levels
› Solar
› Batteries
› Electric vehicles
 Major Improvements
› “Bottom up” granular approach (enabled by AMI data and analytics), rather than a “top
down” approach
› Customer loads categorised by customer class rather than combined – allows
temperature impacts to be applied to residential only, rather than to all customers
indiscriminantly
› Maximum demand uplifts based on cumulative temperature impacts, which is a
stronger relationship than peak temperature on a maximum demand day
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Customer Number Forecasts
Some more detail
• Residential customer forecasts are
based on Victorian Government
projections
• These are then allocated to specific
zone substations and feeders
• Commercial and industrial customers
are forecast by taking the existing split
of C&I and residential customers, and
trending this forward based on known
residential forecasts.
• This is moderated by general trend
data for C&I customers, and specific
adjustments for particularly large
customers

Vic Residential
Customer Growth
Forecast
(VIFSA)
Translation

Allocation to
AST Zone
Substations

Allocation

Distribution to
HV Feeders
Actual AST attributes &
trends
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Individual Customer Demand Forecasts
Some more detail
• Starting point is actual network
demand data and AMI data, and
applying detailed analytics to trend
this forward
• This takes into account customer
class, energy efficiency (e.g.
dwelling age), weather, and
adjustments to account for
differences between actual smart
meter data and historical network
data
• C&I demand is based on an
appropriate historical system peak
time, trended forward to reflect
future forecast connections

Network Historian Info, AMI Data, Feeder
Configuration, Maximum Demand Timing

“Network Normal”
Feeder Maximum
Demand
(derived actuals)

• Customer Growth
• Customer Class
• Energy Profiles

• Dwelling age
• Weather Region
• CDD

Modelling of Future
Feeder Maximum
Demands

Adjustments

Deltas (Historian - AMI ),
Special Cases
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New customers have lower peaks
• Heat map of peak demand by year of build
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Forecast DER uptake
Some more detail
• Starting point is existing
residential solar installations,
which are trended forward based
on AEMO Victorian forecasts
(apportioned using REC data)
• This forecast is then allocated
geographically across our network
based on several factors:
• Customer growth, PV connection
statistics, ABS demographic
data, energy profiles, billing
information, historical uptake on
relevant feeder

Existing Customer
Solar PV Data &
Validation Analytics

AEMO Solar MW
Forecast + REC
Data

Actual Scale,
Capacity & %
Penetration

Base Forecast
(derived)

• Solar Connection Data
• Customer Class
• Energy Profiles

• Customer Growth
• ABS Demographics
• Billing Data

Modelling of Future Solar
PV Take-Up per HV Feeder

Historical
Uptake
Rates

Derived
AEMO MW
Capacities

Moderators

Outputs
(solar customers, % penetration, capacity 11
– annualised per HV Feeder)

Appendix

Content
 Applied Forecasting Method
› Customer Connections
› Maximum Network Loading (Demand)
› Distributed Solar Generation Uptake
 Forecasts
› Customers
› Maximum Loading (Demand)
› Distributed Solar Generation (customer uptake and capacity)
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AusNet Services Demand Growth Detail
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Actual Battery Installations lagging
AEMO forecast
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Applied method for forecasting
customer connections, solar uptake,
and maximum demand

Customer connections
How the forecasts are derived
• The current AST residential customer connection growth forecasts rely primarily
on published Victorian Government projection information contained in its “Victoria
in Future Small Areas” (VIFSA) data set.
• In order to distribute and localise these projections across the respective elements
within the AST electricity network, the VIFSA data is translated into the respective
Zone Substation (ZSS) areas, and then apportioned across the 22kV Feeders that
exit from those ZSSs. The methodology for carrying out this distribution is to apply
actual AST customer connection profiles, attributes and trends pertaining to those
areas and to extrapolate as required.
• Other than the reliability of the VIFSA data, the primary opportunity for error in the
AST residential customer connection forecast is the allocation at specific Feeder
levels – geospatial adjacency implies that new customers may be connected to a
different feeder at the fringes. This however can be effectively managed by the
Network Planners, with growth being more relevant at the ZSS level, which is less
prone to allocation uncertainty.
• Estimating future commercial/Industrial customer movements is less certain, as
there is a lack of dependable sources of data on which to base the forecast. The
technique used by AST is to apply the relationship between the respective
ZSS/Feeder residential customer make-up, and the established
commercial/industry on each Feeder, and to consider future residential trends to
act as an indicator for the growth/decline. A moderator to this is the available
general trend data around commercial and industrial movements. Larger
commercials and industrial customers require special consideration and this tends
to result in manual interventions.

Vic Residential
Customer Growth
Forecast
(VIFSA)
Translation

Allocation to
AST Zone
Substations

Allocation

Distribution to
HV Feeders
Actual AST attributes &
trends
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Maximum network loading
• The current AST method of determining maximum demand forecasts
starts by determining actual maximum loading data per Feeder for
“system normal” configuration, which is derived from operational data
sets, as well as AMI energy interval data, and then applying analytical
modelling techniques for predicting future maximum loading using the
forecast customer growth per Feeder.
• The applied analytical modelling considers customer “classes” (similar
type, energy profile), energy efficiency factors (linked to premise “build
year”), and weather (linked to geographic region), and derives a granular
“bottom-up” maximum demand using the cumulative thermal effect (CDD
calculation), rather than a pure maximum temperature on the day. This
output is then adjusted by a factor which represents the delta (eg.
unmetered loads) between the aggregated meter interval data and the
SCADA historian data.
• Commercial and industrial maximum loads are not currently assessed for
thermal impacts - current loading determined at the appropriate system
peak time is used to represent the future load contribution to peak load.
Network and local average loads are determined and applied to future
forecast connections as required.

Network Historian Info, AMI Data, Feeder
Configuration, Maximum Demand Timing

“Network Normal”
Feeder Maximum
Demand
(derived actuals)

• Customer Growth
• Customer Class
• Energy Profiles

• “Build Year”
• Weather Region
• CDD

Modelling of Future
Feeder Maximum
Demands

• In special cases, where the above theory cannot reliably be applied, a
manual adjustment is made to reflect the anticipated peak demand.

Adjustments

• At this stage, new DER connections are not explicitly included in the
maximum demand forecasts as they do not yet have a material impact,
however that modelling will be included in future.

Deltas (Historian - AMI ),
Special Cases
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Demand Forecast Methodology:
Flowchart of Data Sources and Use

Network Configuration
(NMI/meter to feeder in time)

NMI invoices
(Build year, Cust. Class)
Interval Data
(AMI and non AMI)

Customer Forecasts

Maximum Demand
(Planning team)
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Weather data
(CDD calcs by region for RE)

Excluded NMIs
(HV, MV, large exporters)
OSIPi data

Residential
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(Temp & No. related)
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Industrial
(IN)

Delta (missing
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Distributed solar generation uptake
• The current AST method of determining residential customer solar
PV generation uptake forecasts starts by confirming the existing
installations (scale, capacity and specific AST characteristics), and
applying the published AEMO Victorian PV generation forecast
capacities (apportioned between DNSPs using REC data), which
is then geospatially distributed across the electricity network
topology in accordance with a range of specific modelling factors.
• The applied analytical modelling considers customer growth, PV
connection statistics, ABS demographic data, energy profiles,
billing information, as well as the VIFSA related customer growth
forecasts, and derives a locational HV Feeder-based customer
solar PV generation uptake probability.
• This customer solar PV generation uptake probability is
moderated by (1) historical solar uptake rates on the respective
HV Feeder, and (2) targeted customer numbers based on the
derived AEMO solar MW capacity forecast for the type of Feeder.
• The outputs of the modelling are then presented as forecast
number of new customer solar PV connection per annum, annual
growth in % customer penetration, and capacity growth per annum
for each HV Feeder.
• An underlying assumption in the modelling is that the capacity of
individual new residential installations is fixed at 6kW on average.
• Commercial solar PV uptake rates currently favour large urban
industrials (larger sizes) that target minimising demand and
consumption charges, considering business size and Feeder
characteristics. Generally limited to 100kW in capacity.

Existing Customer
Solar PV Data &
Validation Analytics

AEMO Solar MW
Forecast + REC
Data

Actual Scale,
Capacity & %
Penetration

Base Forecast
(derived)

• Solar Connection Data
• Customer Class
• Energy Profiles

• Customer Growth
• ABS Demographics
• Billing Data

Modelling of Future Solar
PV Take-Up per HV Feeder

Historical
Uptake
Rates

Derived
AEMO MW
Capacities

Moderators

Outputs
(solar customers, % penetration, capacity 20
– annualised per HV Feeder)

Forecasting outputs
Customer connections, maximum network loading, and
distributed solar generation uptake

Actual customer density - 2017
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Forecast customer connection growth
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Forecast customer density - 2025
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Maximum network loading (demand)
2017 Actuals
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Maximum network loading (demand)
Forecast movement over 2017 – 2025 period
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Maximum network loading (demand)
2025 Forecast
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Residential customers with solar
generation – 2017 Actuals
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Forecast residential solar generation
uptake (Growth in % of solar customers/Feeder)
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Residential customers with solar
generation – 2017 Forecast
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Forecast residential solar generation
uptake (number of customers)
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

2017
2020

2025
2030
2035
2040
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Residential solar generation capacity (MW)
2017 Actuals
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Forecast residential solar generation
capacity growth (MW)
Excluding Victorian Government “Solar Homes” Program
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Forecast residential solar generation
capacity growth (MW) – Capacity in 2025
Excluding Victorian Government “Solar Homes” Program
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Forecast residential solar generation
capacity growth (MW)
Including Victorian Government “Solar Homes” Program – Modified case
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Forecast growth in residential customer
solar generation penetration
(% increase in solar customers/Feeder up to 2020)
Including Victorian Government “Solar Homes” Program – Modified case
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